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INTRODUCTION 
Under contract with the Department of Energy, the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration is managing 48 operational solar heating and cooling 
test sites (OTS) and numerous large commercial systems. The sites are expected 
to provide information which will help engineers lind designers evaluate the 
solar system's affectiveness in (l)reducing fossil fuel consumption and 
(2)maintaining design performanc~ gonls. 
The information from theRe operational test sites (OTS) is provided as 
a large mass of data (insolation, flow rates, temperatures, etc.) stored on tape. 
In order to attain adequate C'ngim'C'ring aHHC'ssments of these systems, procedures 
must be developed to analyze the datH on n real time basis. This report presents 
a detailed discussion of three computl'r program~ (TAPl~IL, CHPLOT, WRTCNL) developed 
by MSFC to read the OTS site data tapes and put the data in a form usable with other 
solar heating and cooling system analysis computer programs. These programs utilize 
the MSFC Systems Analysis and Integration J..aborlltory'H PDP 11/70 computer facility. 
TAPFIL verifies the analytical m(>thodoln!w t CHPLOT plots the site data for examination 
of system/subsystem trends, and HR'l'CNL listH the data in tabular form. 
Implementation of the program codo on another computer system would be subject 
to an understanding of the program ('xm'utiun and the Hoftwllre capabilities of that 
system. The computer code dovclopment proC(.>durcs arc presented and disC!ussed in 
such a manner as to prcpare the rl~adl'r to uL! li~e this program code on any computer 
which has adequate capahilith's. 
T. DATA SOURCE 
Each OTS solar system bui.1t undpr MSFC management utiliZes a site data 
acquisition system (SDA~) dc>velopcd by InM. The SDAS's are designed to retrieve 
raw data from 48 site measurC'm('nts every 'l minutes and 20 seconds continuously. 
Several large OTS systems requi re mOT(' thlln 48 measurcnwnts of data to determine 
total system performance and require two ~mAS' s. This allows a maximum of 96 
channels of site data to be retricvl>d. When two SDAS's are used at one site, 
two methods are used to join them together. One method is to connect the two of 
them to one clock so that the measurements may be sent to the central data 
processing facility in time sequence. The other method is to connect each SDAS 
to a separate clock, thus creating two time profiles whIch must be sorted and 
merged at the central data processing facility to obtain a time sequence. 
The distinction between which tyP(' of time profile is created at a site 
1s made by the system subtype. 'lbere are five subtypes. The SUbtype is determined 
from reading the IBM 360 data tapes. These tapes contain EBCDIC Characters in 
a certain order according to subtype. These characters are sequentially stored 
in 62 records (210 bytes long) per data block of 13020 bytes. Each record contains 
>tf.t"woLtIt.~"'·rt_"", ... _n t_ ... IIi!II.Io!_ ... n .. $ • ..o.!""""! .... u··~ .... ""·~ ___________ ... ______ .4 
......... 
time information, site identification information and 48 channels of data. 
The order of the data arrangement and t lm\' profile is defined below according 
to subtype. TIle arrangement of the data on the tape is shown i.n Figure 1. 
SUB'l'YPE QATA ACQUISITION 
I One 48 channel SOAS 





1st 48 channel 
SOAS of sorted 
~ud merged time 
profile 
2nd 48 channel 
SOAS of sorted 
and merged time 
profile 
1st 48 channel 
SOAS of connected 
time profile. 
2nd 48 channel 
SOAS of connected 
time prof:i.le. 
CHARACTER REPRESENTAIIQR 
• Byte 1: No significant use 
• Bytes 2-4: 3 digit Site 10 number 
• Bytes 5-16: Year, Month, Oay, Hour, 
Minute, Seconds 
POl' examille - YYMMDOUnNNSS is represented 
by Byt~s 5, 6, .•.••••.. 15,16. If date and 
time Wl're 9/1/79 and 10: 32: 58, the tape would 
yh'ld the following Byte representation -
790901103258 (Bytes 5-16) 
• Byte 17: System Subtype 
• Byte 18: No significant use 
• Byt~s 19-210: 48 4-byte hexadecimal 
EBCOIC words representing 
channels 1-48 
Sanll' as above l~xCel)t alwayo used in conjunction 
with Hybtype 4. Bytes 19-210 represent 
Chnllll(' Is 1-48. 
Same ns above except always used with subtype 3. 
Bytl'H 19-210 represent channels 49-96. 
finm'" llS above except always used with SUbtype 6. 
Bytl'H 19-210 represent channels 1-48. 
Same as above except used with subtype 5. 
ByteH 19-210 represent channels 49-96. 
2 
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These records are stored in a data block. Subtype I records, utilizing 
one SDAS to retrieve data, are stored one record at a time with each time point 
being 5 minutes and 20 seconds apart. Subtype 3 records should be read immediately 
preceeding subtype 4 records. These two subtypes should have the exact same time 
point. The subtype 4 record should then be followed by another SUbtype 3 record 
with a new time point 5 minutes and 20 seco~.ds later and continue 1n this subtype 3 -
subtype 4 sequential manner until completion of 270 output records. In some instances, 
however, contiguous records of subtype 3 or subtype 4 may be encountered. In these 
instances, the cont"'guous subtype records are not stored and the number of output 
records will be less than 270. Subtypes 5 and 6 are read and stored exactly the same 
as subtypes 3 and 4 except no contiguous records will be encountered. 
All the above mentioned subtypes are written on 9-track data tapes by an 
IBM 360 computer at a density of 1600 bits per inch (BPI) with one end-of-file (EOF) 
written after each month of site data. 
Each OTS has an Instrumentation Program and Components List (IPCt.) which is 
used to correlate the channel number to the actual measurement at the site. Listed 
in the IPCL are the channel numbers, the measurement numbers, the operating ranges, 
and the names of each measurement. Once the rBM data tape has been successfully 
read and the data stored, the IPCL is llsed to determine which measurements are 
needed for calculations and plots. A sample IPCL can be found in Figure 2. The 
data read from the IBM tape is stored hy channel number in a data file. This will 
allow c,omputer programs to be developed that do certain rE'quired calculations 
dependent upon a set of input channel numbers. Since every operational test s1 te 
has a different channel orientation, these programs can be used to analyze and/or 
evaluate OTS systems according to the input channel numbers. This type of data 
storage (direct access unformatt~d) was chosen because it requires very little 
disk storage space compared to other types of storage, and is easily accessible, 
in that no data formatting is required. 
We have discuss~d the formulation of the data source (IBM 360 OTS Tapes), 
the tape format, the storage of the source data on the PDP 11/70 system disk, 
and the use of the IPCL to determine channel information for analysis and 
plotting. With this background, the specific programs used to read, convert 
and analyze the source data will be discussed next. 












1 ULOCK (13020 BYTES) 
O .. ··0 .-•• •••••••• 
62 ___ ._ 
LAST RECORD (62 RECORDS/BLOCK) 
EACH RECORD 210 DYTES LONG 











FIGURE 2. SAMPLE IPCL 
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II. PROORAM USAGE 
The following three programs are designed to be run on the MSFC PDP 11/70, 
utilizing FORTRAN IV PLUS. CHPLOT and WRTCNL can be run only after a direct access 
unformatted file has been created by TAPFIL. 
Appendix A contains a sample problem utilizing all three programs. An 01S 
site contracted by WORMSER and located in Columbia, S.C. is analyzed in this problem. 
Appendix B contains flowcharts of the three programs, utilizing only the main 
subroutines. The fUnctions performed by these subroutines are also listed in this 
appendix. A FORTRAN progrt'm listing for TAPFIL can be found in Appendix C, for 
eHPLOT in Appendix D, and for WRTCNL in Appendix E. 
A brief description concerning the operation of these programtl will now be 
presented. 
A. TAPFIL OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES 
The program TAPFIL is designed to create a direct access unformatted file 
from an IBM 360 tape. This file can then be used with the channel plotting program 
CHPLOT and the tabulation program WRTCNL, using the PDP 11/70. Due to the software 
used in the program, TAPFIL must be run from a TEKTRONIX 4014 Demand Terminal. 
After prog~am execution has begun, the first statement of Figu~e 3 will 
appear on the screen. The first user input will be the number of channels at the 
site. To ensure program execution, 48 is the miminum number that can be e~tered. 
The user should enter 48 even if the site actually has fewer than 48 channels. 
If the site has more than 48 channels, the input should be in increments of 16, 
ranging from 48 to 96. The maximum number that can be input is 96, as this is the 
number of channels on two SDAS's. 
The second user input is 
should be entered as MO DA YR. 
the tape, finds the date input 
sys tem disk. 
the desired date of data to be retrieved. This 
The program searches through the time profile on 
by the user, and sets flags to begin output to the 
The next user input is the data file name. This name should have a maximum 
of 29 characters. The convention used at MSFC is to enter the two digH site number 
with an "s" to indicate site, then the date as MODAYR, followed by .• DA'l' to indicate 
a data file. For example, if the user wants to use the data for June 13, 1980 from 
OTS site 1112, the i.nput will be 12S061380.DA'f. 
The fourth user input will be the file number of the data date. The months 
contained on a tape are listed on the front of that tape. To obtain the Ule number,' 
count the months from the start of the list until the desired month is re~\ched. 
This is the file number. 
5 
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The last user input ~ill be a decision as to whether or not a 11ne printer 
time profile is wanted. After aU inputs are complete, an output statement will 
appear stating that the data is being retrieved. 
The ne%ct output on the screen will be a time profile ... sbown 1 .. Ftgure 4. 
If the user has so requested, this time profile will also be output to the line 
printer. Also written will be a statement telling how many record. the data is 
Itore~ in. If an error is encountered during execution, various error lIes.ages 
will be printed to inform the user • 
• Once the time profile has been written, tbe program i. in pau.e mode. The 
user mUlt depreso any key to continue program execution. 
A statement will then appear requiring user input .. to whether more data is 
to be retrieved. If so, the statements of Figure 3 will be repeated, witb the 
exception of the beadings and the question concerning the number of channels at the 
lite. If no more data Is to be retrieved, a statement will appear stating tbat the 
tape is being rewound. 
The TAPFIL program has now created direct access unformatted file.. These 
files are ready for use with CHPLOT and WRTCNL to analyze the site data. 
TAPE TO FILE PROGRAft 
SYSTEftS REQUIREMENTS BRANCH 
SYSTEftS ANALYSIS AND INTEGRATION LABORATORY 
EHTER THE HUfttER OF CHAHHE~S AT SITE 4' EHTEIt DESIRED DATE OF DAT" TO IE RETRIEUED ASI ftC) DA W 
" IS '7i EHTEfI DATA FILE "ANE 
.3s"aS711.DAT 
EHTER THE FILE ,.".IER Of THE DATA MTE • 
" DO YOU YANT " liNE PRINTER TINE PROFILE? ca-YES,e·..o, e 
DATA IS HOW IEING RETRIEVED 
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B. CUPLOT OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES 
The purpose of CHPLOT is to plot the data storod in M tilt) created by TAPFIL. 
'lbe program has the capability to plot as many IS five pl(.)ts on one graph. CHPLOT 
must be run from a TEKTRONIX 4014 Demand T~rminal due to the software UI~d in the 
program. 
When program execution has begun, the first lines of Figure S will appear on 
the screen. 111e first user input is the fUe name in which the data to be plotted 
is stored. This should be the name of a fil~ created by tAPFIL. The second user 
input is the number of plots desired on the graph. The maximum number allowable 
is five. The next two user inputs are the captions to be written at the bottom and 
on the left margin of the plot. The first caption allows 49 tharacters to be output; 
the second caption allows 16 characte!s. 
The fifth user input is the channel numbers to be plotterl, along with appro-
priate units. The IPCL should be referenced to obtain the correct channel number of 
the measurement deait'ed. After entering a channel \lumber, the next input should be 
the mnemonic name and the units of that measurement. The carriage return should be 
depressed after both the name and the units. TIds is repeated until the desired 
number of channel numbers and units has becn input. 
The last input shown on Fitu.e 5 is the number of channels of data at that 
site. This is subject to the same restrictions spedUed in the description of 
TAPFIL. After all usar inputs Ilre completed, an output statement will appear 
stating that the data is being retrieyed. 
After the data has been retrieved~ a plot similar to the one in Figure 6 will 
appear on the screen. TIle gdd is designed to fit onto a regular 8-1/2 by 11 inch 
sheet after xeroxing for use; in reports to which these data are pertinent. 
When the plot is completed, the program is in pause mode. The user must 
depress any key to continue execution. The next output to the screen 1s shown 1n 
Figure 7. This display gives the user a choice of five options for plotting. 
With the exception of option 2, the scaling option, the options are self-explanatory. 
The user must make his decision, enter the number of that option, and depress the 
carriage return. 
An example of the scaling options display is shown in Figure 8. 'Ibis option 
gives the user the capability of windowing in on a certain section of the plot that 
was just made. The first input to the scaling option (XMAX) is the maximum abscissa 
value to be plotted; the second is the smallest abscissa value to be plotted. The 
third and fourth inputs are the maximum and minimum values for the ordinate to be 
plotted. After entering the last value in the scaling option, the plot in Figure 9 
will appear on the screen. The plot will have the user input maximum and minimum 
values at the appropriate locations on the grid. After this plot has been completed, 
the program is in pause mode. Depressing a key will return control to the plotting 
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C. WR'fCNL OPEHAl'lONAL PROCEDURES 
T,e purpose of WWrCNL is to list in a tabular form the data stored in a 
direct access unformatted file created by 'fAPFIL. the program has the capability 
to list the data for up to ten channels. Since WRTCNL does not contain any special 
routines, this program may be run from any terminal with the necessary capabilities. 
the user inputs to this program are shown in Figure 10. 'lbe first input is 
the number of channels at the site. This is subject to the same restrictions 
specified in the description of TAPFIL. The next input is the number of channels 
to be output, with a maximum of ten. nte third input is the channel numbers to be 
output. the IPCL should be referenced to obtain the c.orrect channel numbers of the 
measurements desired ,_ ntis is also the case for the next input, which is the measure-
ment type and number. 'l'he last lIser input is the data file name of the stored data. 
ntis should be the name of a file created by TAPFIL. 
t 
After all inputs are completed, n liAting of the requested data will be output 
to the line printer. 
[NTER NO. or CHAHNElS AT SIT~ 
-48 [tiTER THE flO. OF CHA~ELS TO ~E OUTPUT ct. "AM' 
2 
EHTER THOSE CH~"HElS HOS. AS' .1 •• a •• 3 ••••••• 
12.'2 ENTER "EASURE"EHT TYPE. AND HU"'ER, A$'TTI",EP •• I,UUI ••••••• 
HOTEl PROQRA" EKPECTS 2 LETTER IDENTIFICATION or ftEASURE"EN' TVPE-
SltlCLE LETTER "EASURE"ENT TYPES SUCH AS TE"PERATURE SHOULD IE INPUT AS TT,WY.ETC. 
"un, TTlSS 
[~R THE DATA FILE NAft[ OF THE STORED DATA 
'JSe61579.DAT 







III. PROGRAM SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
The previously described programs were written for use on a PDP 11/70 system 
with the 11-M operating version. Software capabilities of other computer systems 
could differ greatly; therefore, the software routines used in these programs will 
be explained in detail. 
Three types of softwarp routines HI.' \I" ~d by th~qe progralM - TEKPLOT Library 
routines, UTILITIES Library routines and 1),'.:~ Conversion lu .. ,Unes. The first and 
largest set of routines used are the TEKPWl' routines. These routines are standard 
library software routines for the PDP 11/70. Libraries on other computer systems 
contain routines with different names that perform the same functions. Before 
theBe programs can be used on another computer, the TEKPI.OT routines must be 
replaced by similar routines compatible to the computer used. The TEKPLOT routines 
are listed and descr:i.bed in Table 1. 
The second type of software routines arn in the UTILITIES Library. There 
are four of these routines; three of theFe are tape handling routines and the fourth 
is a data conversion routine. Table 2 contains a listing and description of these 
routines. ' 
Bytes 19-210 of a record are converted from EBCDIC floating point words to 
PDP 11/70 words by a subroutine not included in the UTILITIES Library. This routine 
is known as CFP360 and is used as CFP360(DAT(l),48,0). The first argument represents 
a real data array dimensioned large enough to contain 48 words. DAT(l) represents 
the starting position to perform the required conversion and the second argument repre-
sents the number of words to be converted. One byte of data on the IBM 360 tape is 
equivalent to one byte on the PDP 11/70 and is represented by a LOGICAL.l statement. 
On the PDP 11/70, one floating point word contains four bytes; therefore, 192 bytes 
of data are stored in the LOGICAL.l data ar.'ay from bytes 19-210. This indicates 
that 48 words are to be converted by the ~FP360 routine. The last argument repre-
sents a byte-swap operation; a byte-swap is required for conversion from EBCDIC to 
PDP words, and is accomplished by setting the fourth argument to zero. The corre-
lation hetween the LOGICAL.1 data array and the real data array used in CFP360 is 







This will equivalence the real dimensioned array DAT to the last 192 bytes of the 
LOGICAL.l array DATA so that CFP360 can convert real data words. 
The tape handling routines are standard software routines and can easily be 
compared to routines on another computer with a tape drive, but the two data 
conversion routines, EBCASC and CFP360, were developed for the MSFC PDP 11/70. 
Therefore, the comparable conversion routine to be used on another computer would 
need to convert EBCDIC characters to compatible characters for that computer system. 
Once the use of the above routines is understood, any experienced programmer should 









Places terminal in nlphanullwrlc ,"od(\, cursor at current (x,y) position. 
AXIS(xtOW,YLOW,XLNG,YLNC,X'fIC,Y'l'TC,MARKX,MARKY)-
Draws X and Y ax'es. Each lin~ mwa pass through the origin. If not, 
the routine ret"Jrns with no action. After the axes are drawn, the user 
is left in vector mode pm-l it10neu at thl" oright. 
XLOW- starting pOl:d t ion on X axis in scaled, rotated units. Must 
be tht:' lowc.'st point throu~h which the X axis will pass. 
YLOW- equivah>nt of XLOW Iwrta1ning to the Y axi". 
XLNG- length of X axi.s in st.'aled units 
YLNC- length of Y axis 1n scah1d units 
X'1'IC- distanc('> b('t\~l'l'n til' mai'kB on X axi.l'l. If X'1'IC is negative, then 
is the distance between decades for n log axis. 
Y'1'IC- equlval(>nt of xnc Iwrtaining to Y axis 
MARKX- =0, no axis annotation for X axis 
.GT. 0 , tic lIIark annotation for X axis 
.LT. 0 , Rrid Annotation for X axis 
MARKY- equivalent of )\oL\RKX p£'rtaining to the Y axis. 
BEGIN(JBAUD)-
InitializeI' the tt>rminal Btatlll-; .lrl'H and the software character generator. 
Should always be the first subroutine called in any program. 





Outputs a singh! dwractl'T. 
J- ASCII value of a character to be output to the '1'4014 scope 
Erases the screen, plac('s the tl'rminal in alphanumeric mode, positions 
cursor to home position. 
Positions cursor to the upper l~ft corner of the screen 











Establl~hcs X and 'l ~('al ing fad orA and X and Y origin 
XFACT- X Healing fm'tor (-tlikpointahH'ah'd unit) 
YFAC'l'- 'l Hcaling r"ctot' (-tl'kllUlnts!Hcnled unit) 
XORG- X ori~in in tekpointa 
YORG- Y origin in tvkpolnts 
TPAUSE-
-
Causes a user to b('come 110 bound for nn i ndeftn ite period of time. 
This allows the us('r to sit nnd wait while inspecting a plot without 
incul'l'ing CPU rhanws wlll'n working ill a tim .. , shat'ing environment. 
TPLOT(X,Y, JPEN,MARK)-
Plots un (x,y) coordinl.lte in tht' ClIt'l'l'nt mod~. 
VEC'l'OR-
X- X vallll' in seaiNI, rotnt('d points 
y- Y vahll' in sl'ah'd rotatl',1 pili ntH 
IPEN- =0, dark plot (pvn up) 
.NE. 0, hrIght plot <IWIl down) 
MARK- till' numbl'r of II dal a IlIlH'!( from the following list: 
0- no data mat'k 
1- Hmntl x 
2- HIlml1 down arrow 
3- sIIlal1 up arrow 1.- HmaU squal'l' 
5- Hmn11 tri ang t" 
6- small aAt('rkk 
11- larlW x 
12- larlW down nrrow 
13- larg .. ' tip arrow 
11.- largt.' RqU/H'" 
15- larg" trlangl" 
16- larg" ast0rick 
Draws n smooth line h('twl'l'n till' ('urn'llt graph'i(,H po~dti.nn and the (x,y) 




Converts EBCDIC chnrncters to ASCll characters for '.lse on the PDP 11/70. 
DATA- name of nrray thllt c(mtnins EBCDIC characters 
NC- number of charncters to be converted 
SFUN(LUN,ISTAT,NF,IRC,IDIR)-
Performs special functions such as r~wlndinR, forward spacing and backspacing 
records and files. 
LUN- logical unit number of the tape drive 
ISTAT- status code for error interpretation; use ISTAT(I) for starting 
location 
NF- nllmber of files on till' rmt 360 tapl:' to space 
IRC- =0, normal olwration 
-1, end of file 
=2, I/O error 
=-1, end of tape 
IDIR- represt.!nts which tape function to perform 
=3, '('('wind 
=10, forward spaCl' fi les 
=13, backspace flies 
TGET(LUN,ISTAT,DATA,NW)-
Retrieves a block of dllta off the tape. One block contains 13020 bytes, 
or 6510 PDP 11/70 words sinc!:' tlH.'l·(;, are 2 bytes of LOGICAL"'l data per 
word on the PDP 11/70. 
LUN- same as abov(;\ 
ISTAT- same as above 
DATA- an array data is Htorl'<l in; use DATA(l) for starting location 
NW- nUlllb(>r of words of data to be retrieved 
TWAIT(LUN,ISTAT,NWORDS,IRC)-
Suspends task l~xecution until the last I/O request for the specified LUN 
has been completed. 
LUN- same as above 
ISTAT- same as above 
NlWRDS- number of words of data remaining in the block after TGET 
retrieves the required number of words 
IRC- same as above 
17 
r 
Of the three programs previously described, the understanding of TAPFIL 
is the most essential. CHPLOT and WRTCNL cannot be run until TAPFIL ha. 
created a direct access unformatted file from the data tape. Several other 
programs which require the use of TAPFIL to retrieve the data are currently in 
use at MSFC. These programs perform various analyses pertaining to collector 
efficiency. 
GflPLOT can be used to plot daily data, thus enabling the user to find a 
day which appears to have usable data. WRTCNL can be used if a listing of this 
data is desired. After a good day has been found using CHPLOT, tha data can 
then be used in the analysis of collector efficiency. 
Another program currently in the development stage at MSFC will allow 
monthly data to be plotted without the prior use of TAPFIL. This program will 
read the data straight from the IBM tape and plot it one week at a time. The 
advantage of this program will be that the user can find good days without 
using TAPFIL to create numerous individual files. After the good days have 
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EL SS CHANNEL PLOTTIHC PROCRAft 
una PLOT FILE IWIE 
I3MIIS1I.IIAT 
P1D 110. (IF PLOTS 011 tHIS CIMPH (MX-Si 
2 
EIIIEI PLOT CMtTlON (41 ClllllMCTERS) 
UDIIISEI "ISF'lI 
DI1U CNtTICli F. un SIDE (IF PLOT 
1tIIPEIMTUR£ 
uno ClWllEL 110. MID UtIrs 
12 Till 
.. TISl 
.," IS IEIIC IE1IIEUD 
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• ¢ p. 
WRTCNL PROGRAM 
EJI!D NO. OF ClIlllIELS AT 511£ 
41 
EIITEI THE ItO. OF' CtWIIELS TO IE ocnPUT (II MX) 
2 
anti THOSE CIWiIEI.S NOS. ASt 1I.I2.e3 • •••••• 
12. iiifii fIEASlII£ftEHI' nPE • MD IUIJE!I.L AS:"I.~£pIII.UU1 ••••••• 
NOTE' PROCRAfI EXPECTS 2 LETTER IDEnTIFICATION OF REASIIl£REftT ~­
SINGLE LETTER IEASIJIIIEfIEIfT TVPES SUCH AS 1'EfWI£IMTUIE 
SHCIULI IE IIIPUT AS ".UU.£TC. 
"lel.nI51 
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"')S~blS7q.OAT 





\ kJ.qlb7 '13.0b 
". )W;,b '1l.4fl 
... ~~~4 '1"1.'-1 
".b8.)] '12. f!ol 
• • 
.,./7c!? ~~.2b 
.,.b611 'I ~~ • 1 ~ 
"."~160 t;~.31 
1 •• BdQ u'l.SI 
1.1218 u'l •. H 
1.c!lb7 ij'l. ,H 





















~.c!528 Ub. 71~ 
,).j4f17 db./'4 




3.7801 u5. 'b 
3.d1~0 d~.7':> 
3.'1tl')9 dQ.7u 
4f.u5~8 b2.3~ Q.1Q17 t;1.~1 
4f.c!3"b 81.'H 
4f •. HQif tH • biJ 
4.4f~d] tH • (H~ 
4.4'n2 dl.8" 
'l1tls is n Hample of th~ printout 





































111 •. H 
111.11 

















I' 1 ~ 
Jt'LOWCHARTS nnd RtFERENCE TABI.ES 
27 
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TAPFIL SUBROUTINE LIST 
, 
, , '~ CFPl60- converts EBCDIC floating point words to PDP 11/70 words 
CHSIZE- changes character she on a TEKTRONIX 4014 display scope 
INPUT- reads user inputs regarding site data imformation 
RWND- rewinds tape 
TAPl'W- moves tape to (~orrect fi 1e 
TEKPLOT- routines associated with use of the TEKTRONIX 4014 scope 
TIMCVT- converts ASCII characters to decimal equivalents 





CltPLOT SUBROUTINE LIST 
sets grid for thQ plot to the proper scale 
CHSIZE- changes chnracter size on TEKTRONIX 4014 scope 
DATIN- retrieves flonting point dntn from the scope 
DISPLY- rel,ds user input regnrdin~ site data information for plotting 
PLOTS- builds plots of dnta 
PSCALE- allows the user to plot portions of data for a particular day 
RETREV- retrieves the file to be plotted from the tape 
SSPLOT- draws axis and grid, plots nnd lnbels dntn 
TEKPLOT- routines associnted wi th USl' of the TEKTRONIX 4014 scope 
WRTCNL SUBROUTINE LIST 
INPUT- rends user input regarding HHe data informntion for printing 
OUTPUT- prints site datn information 










,THIS ROUTIHE CONUERTS IBft 368 32-BIT FLOATING POINT HURlERS 

















ARRAY - STARTIHG ADDRESS OF AN ARRAY CONTAIHIHG 
THE 368 FOR"AT DATA. IT DOESH~T "ATTER IF 
IT IS INTEGER OR REAL. IT ONLY REuUIRES THAT THE 
368 DATA IS IN 32-8IT PAIRS. 
N - THE INTEGER NU"IER OF 32-BIT 368 UORDS TO CO~UERT. 
ISUAP - 8 FOR BYTE SUAP FOR DEC 




























FLAG (R8)+,Rl (RI).R2 
Rl 
71 
:FETCH NO. OF 32-.IT UORDS TO CONUERT 
,FETCH ARG. ADDRESS TO R8 
:FETCH SUAP ARGU"EHT 
:CLEAR HEG. FLAG 
,FIRST 16 IITs TO Rl 
,LAST 16 IITs TO R2 
JTEsT FOR ZERO 
,IRAHCH IF NOT ZERO 
-- .. ~ ----., 
.. 
) 
~ 4 ~.-..."""",,,,_. __ <._, ,,,,~ __ '~k:.""''''''''''.:>....,._ ..• ,'---"",!1:!....L."'.,,'""_'--''''-,~ .... ~ •• ,.~~ .. ""'-.,..,..~_~",~~ ... _~\.,".~.'"."""'""' .. "',"'.,_.'~.. ,._~_c:"".~ .. __ """"".,."' .. '""'--,'.Y .. "'"~......,.",..,.,,_ ............ ,..,.,..".....-.., __ .~_,."-'"'-'-~,""""".""" "~, ... ~~.~ .. , ...... """ p:iwiwe(f' it m 'm 'j eft@ttt5 
• » 
., 
TST R2 ,TEST FOR ZERO 
BEQ 81 ,BRANCH IF ZERO 
71: 
TST SUAP ,TEST FOR SUAP 
BNE 6. ;BRANCH IF NO BYTE SUAP 
SUAI Rl ;8YTE SUAP FOR DEC 
SI.IAI R2 ;SAI'IE 
61S 
TST Rl ;TEST FOR NEGATIVE 
BGE 1. ;NO 
lIS tleeeee.FLAG ;YES. SET FLAG 
11: 
PlOV Rl.R3 
CLRB R3 ;CLEAR M~NT!SSA PORTION 
ASL R3 ;SHIFT LEFT 1 
BIC 11400<)3,R3 ;CLEAR BIAS & SIGN 
BIT 1400~().;U ;T£5T BIAS 31T 
BEQ 2S ;OFF 
lIS 140000.R3 JON • SET IT 
~ :,., 21: :.; BIC 1177400.Rl ;CLEAR EXPONENT ?O~TION l 31: TSTB Rl ;SEE IF BIN~RY NORHALIZED 
t 8LT 4. ;YES ASL Rl ;NO. SHIFT LEFT 
ASL R2 ;R2.SHIF'T,R2 
ADC Rl ;ADD CAR~V TO Rl 
SUI 12e0.R3 ;ADD BIT TO EXPONENT 
IR 3. 
41: 
BIC 1200.iU ;HIDDEN BIT 
ADD R3.Rl ;COMBI~E EXP. AND RANTISSA 
lIS FLAG.Rl ;SET NEGATIVE BIT 8.: 
"OU R2.(R0) ;STORE lAC' iN ARGUiiENT 
"OU Rl.-(R3) 
ADD t4.RI ,POSITION PON1E~ TO ~~XT 32 BIT YO~D 
DEC R4 ;DECRERENT, ZZRO FLAG S~T IF T~AT IS ALL 
BGT 51 :NO, THAT IS N~T ALL 
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THIS ROUTINE CHANGES CHARACTER SIZE ON A TEKTRONIX ~'14-1 DISPLAY 
SCOPE ACCORDING TO H AS FOLLOUS: H-l - LARGEST 
"-2 - "EXT SftALLER 
"-3 - "EXT 5ftALLER 






































6 FORftAT(lH+. 1 SYSTEftS REGUIREftEHTS BRAHCH') 
VS-YS-2S. 
CALL TPLOT(XS.YS •••• ) 
I.IRITE(I.8) 





15 FORftATelH+. 1 EHTER THE HURBER OF CHAHHELS AT SITE') 
YS-YS-IS. 




22 CALL TPLOT(XS.YS •••• ) 
URIT£(1.25) 
25 FORNAT(lH+.·EHTER DESIRED DATE OF DATA TO IE RETREIUED 
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CALL TPLOT(XS.YS •••• ) 
URITE(I.3S) 















S8 FORftAT(IH+,'DO YOU UANT A LINE PRIHTER TIME PROFILE 
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Ctaalllllal SECTION A 111111111111.1**11*111111111 
































5 FORAAt(lH+,'TPFIL TInE P~~FILE') 
CALL CHSIZE(3) 
























CIIIIIIIIII OPE" PRI"T FILE AND STORAGE FILE 





7 FOR"AT(1Hl.T2.'TPFIL Tl"E PROFltE') 




CII*III*II' SECTION B '*"III"*'I*"""'I •• , •• t' 
ctttttttt.t CHECK TAPE DATE AHD SITE SUBTYPE 
C't'I"tltl THE NEXT 8 STATE"EHTS FINDS INPUT DATE ON TAPE 
1e CALL TGET(LUN.ISTAT.DATAC1).6S1e) 
CALL T~AIT(LUN.ISTAT.NUORDS.IRC) 




IF(ICHKC1).GE.IDATE(S).AND.ICHKC2).GE.IDATE(6») GO TO 2e 
GO TO Ie 
C'*I.t'I'I* NO~ CHECK DATA BLOCK FOR INPUT DATE AND 
C.* •••• I'lt CALCULATE THE STARTING RECORD POSITION 
28 NRC-I 
J-1 





IF(DATAR1(9).EQ.IDATE(S).AHD.DATAR1(1').EQ.IDATE(6» GO TO 4. 
IF(J.GE.1382') "RC-l 
IF(J.GE.13'2') GO TO 1. 
"RC-HRC+1 
,- --~ 






GO TO e3 
C.......... HOU DIRECT CO"TROl TO SITE SUITVPE DATA RETRIEUAL 
48 HSUB-DATARlCl?)-48 
HSUll-DATAR1(1?) 
GO TO (58.58.68.68.68.68) NSUB 
C •••• ****** SECTION C 1**************************1******* 
C •• *****.** DATA RETREIVAL FOR SD~S SUBTYPE 1 ****1***'*"'*'**'*"*'" 




C**** •• *... INSERT ACTUAL RECORD IN OPERATING RECORD(DATAR1) 
J a l 
S3 DO SS I-NSTRT.NSTOP 
DATARICJ)-DATACI) 
55 JaJ+l 
C* •••••• **t IN~ERT DATA~l IN DAT~R FOR USE UITH TI~E CON~ERSION(TIMCVT) 
DO S6 1-1.18 
56 DATAR(I)=DATARl(I) 
c •• * ••• tt*. CONUERT TInE REC~RD AND D~TA RECORD 
CALL EBCASC(D~TAR(1).18) 
CALL EBCASC(DATARI(I).18) 
C***.*.*.*. CONVERT EBCDIC UORDS TO PDP YORDS 
CALL CFP368(DATI(I).48.0) 
C.*****.*.. CHECK DATE ON TAPE(D~TARI(9 AND Ie}) AGAINST IN?UT DATE (IDATEC5 A 
HD 6» 
IF(DATARl(9).NE.IDATE{5).OR.D~T~Rl(10).NE.IDATE(6» GO TO S8e 
c •••• * ••• *t CONVERT TIME FROM ASCII CH~RACTERS TO DECIh~L EQUIVALENT 
CALL TIMCVTCTIME) 
C* ••• * •• **. NEXT 3 STATEMENTS CHECK FOR ERRORS IN TIflE CONVERSION 
IF(NORECS.EQ.e) GO TO 57 
CHK-TIAE-TSAU 
IF{CHK) 803.833.51 
Cl ••••••• ** OUT?UT CONUERTED RECORD TO SVSTEAS DISK FOR ST~~AGE 
S? URITE(2'N~DAT.ERR·788} TIAE.(DAT1{I).I-l.48) 
C'*"**~**' LINE PRIHTER OUTPUT CHECK 
D-FLOATCNSTRT) 














" -1 ) I 
",' __ ",~_.~c~'"~._ •• ""',',,'.,.,'. ._,.,,'.""'~~, __ "~,~_,.-~_" ~='~~.,x" ••• _. ,_~-_~ ."".~~_~ __ ... • .. -________ .. *_ .... ___ a",._ .... ___ .... ____ .. ·-_ .... ,, _____ .""_' 
• • 
c.......... 51Tt. DATA TJ.nt. t'WUI-J.Lt. UUlt'ur IU ~~Wt.t." 
YS-YS-lS. 
CALL TPLOTeXft.YS •••• ) 
URITE(1.69) (DATARI(I).I-7.16) 
C.......... NEXT 5 STATE"ENTS CHECK SCREEN LOCATION FOR PROPER OUTPUT 




IFCYS.LT.4S •• AND.JRK.GT.6) YS-71'. 
C •••• 1Illll IHCRE"EHT THE NU"BER OF STORED RECORDS(NORECS) 
HORECS-NORECS+l 
59 FOR"AT(T2.~TI"E·'5(2Al~2X)~3X~'RECORD NO.·~~3X.I4.3X~'START POSIT! 
10N ·' .. 3X~F8.1) 
... - ,,"'" 
Cl •• l •• ltll CHECK FOR BLOCK DATA USED UP~IF{NRC.GT.62) GET ANOTHER BLOCK 
.... 
to:; 
IF(NRC.GE.62) GO TO 99 
C ••••• lll.l INCRE"EHT THE RECORD NUftBER(NRC) 
NRC-HRC+l 
TSAU-TI"E 
C ••• llll •• 1 271 REC~RDS IN 1 DAY.. GREATER THA!H THAT PlEANS STOP 
IF(HORECS.GE.271) GO TO 510 
C ••• l •• l.ll RETURN AHD CALCULATE DATA RECORD STARTING POSITIOH (NRC) 
GO TO 50 
C ••••• llll. NEXT 5 STATEMENTS RETRIEUE ANOTHER DATA BLOCK 
C ••••••• lll AND RESETS RECORD NUMBER TO 1 
99 CALL TGETeLUN.ISTAT.DATA(1).6510) 
CALL TUAITCLUN .. ISTAT.HUORDS.IRC) 
IF(IRC.EQ.l) GO TO gil 
NRC-I 
GO TO 51 
C.......... SECTION D ••• 111 ••••••• 1 •••••••••••••••• """" 
C ••••••• " DATA RETREIUAL FOR SDAS SUBTYPES 3.4.5~6 •••••••••••••••••• 




C.......... INSERT ACTUAL RECORD IN OPERATING RECORD 
J-l 







,..2.22 .... , " 
__ 7I"'f. 
t 




ca......... CONVERT OPERATING RECORD FRO" EBCDIC CHARACTERS TO ASCII CHARACTER 
5 
CALL EBCASC(DATAR1(1).18) 
IFCHSTRT.LT.12811) CALL EBCASC(DATAR2(1).18) 
C'.~X""11 CONVERT EBCDIC DATA YORDS TO PDP YORDS 
CALL CFP360<DATl(1),48,0) 
IFCNSTRT.LT.12811) CALL CFP360(DAT2Cl),48,0) 
IFCHSTRT.GE.12811) GO TO 90 
caall ••• II' CHECK FOR CONTI~UOUS f~~~~J3 
IF(DATAR1(17).EQ.DATA~~~17j} ~J 7v ?S 
CIIII'IIIII CHECK Dl17E IN 1';.::-:' ;-,';:U' 31 i;;?!.!T ~:YrE 
IF(DATAR2(9).NE.I~rl7Z(5).::':"!.:rl7:.;{:H10}.~;~.!~:i:~~S)j ~o TO 500 
IFCDATARI(17).EJ.~3) GJ 7) SJ 
C •• 'l.lllll INSERT D~i~:U r:1 J;~ -;';".it ?:.~ :';:;E t!ITti l:;~E ~O;t~C:;(~IO;i(Tn!CVT) 
DO 66 1-1,18 
66 DATARCI)-DATAR1(!) 
c •• ,all.lll CONU£RT Ti~~ ?~:~ ~s~rI C~~~~C7~RS TO D~CIR~L EJUI~ALENT 
CALL TI"CVT(TIME1) 
c.",all," IMSERT DATAR2 HI i)frr:.;{ -:-:;:< USE IJITH TIriE CONVER~IONCTIMCVT) 
DO 67 1-1,18 
67 DATARCI)-DATAR2(I) 
CIIIIII'I', CONVERT TIAE FROiJ ~3~II C~:~.~~:l~;(S TO DZ;;~i-t:iL EaUIVALENT 
CALL TlftCUT(TlftE) 
HK-NCH-48 
caaaal",a. CHECK FOR TIRE SEQUENCE 
IFCTIftEl.NE.TIME) Gj TO 403 
cIa........ NEXT 3 STATEA,NTS C}:ZCK FO~ E~=<Oi<S Iif ilr.~ O~ivE~SIO" 
IFCNORECS.EQ.8) GO TO 6a 
CHK-TI"E-TSAV 
IF(CH~) e~~~gOa,6a 
c,a.,., •• ,. O!J1?UT CON~Z:!7!) ~!C~~;) TO S'':Zi,MS D:S:C F~~ STO~AGE 
68 YRITE(2'N~J~1#ERRa103) 1:riZ,\~~11(I).i-l.4a).{~~~a{I).Ial."K) 













IFCILP.EO.I) YRITE(3.S9) CDATARleI).I-7.16).NRC.D 
caaaaaaaaaa SITE DATA TI"E PROFILE OUTPUT TO SCREEN 
YS-YS-IS. 
CALL TPLOT(X".YS •••• ) 
YRITE(1.69) (DATAR1(I).I-7.16) 






IF(VS.LT.4S •• AND.JRK.GT.6) VS-73e. 




call,tttlll CHECK FOR BLOCK DATA USED UP.IFCNRC.GE.61) GET ANOTHER BLOCK 
IF(NRC.GE.61) GO TO 73 
calaltltttl INCREftENT THE RECORD NU~BER(NRC) 
NRC-NRC+2 
Clltltttttt 27e RECORDS IN I DAV.GREATER THAN THAT ftEANS STOP 
IF(NORECS.GE.27e) GO TO see 
Ctttttttttl RETURN AND CALCULATE DATA RECORD STARTING POSITION (NRC) 
. GO TO 6e 
c.atlttttta NEXT 5 STATEMENTS RETRIEVE ANOTHER DATA BLOCK 
Cllaaltaltl AND RESETS RECORD NUMBER TO 1 
73 CALL TGET(LUN.ISTAT.DATA(1).6S1e) 
CALL TUAITCLUH.ISTAT.NYORDS.IRC) 
IF(IRC.EQ.I) GO TO 9.e 
NRC-I 
GO TO 6. 
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?? FOR"AT(lH+.I4.2X.~CONTIGUOUS RECORDS UERE ENCOUNTERED') 
IFCNRC.LE.62) GO TO 6e 
CALL TGET(LUN.ISTAT.DATAC1).S510) 
CALL TUAIT(LUH.ISTAT.NYORDS.IRC) 
IFCIRC.EQ.l) GO TO gee 
NRCal 
GO TO se Clll"'l'l' CONTROL TRANSFER TO HANDLE A SUBTYPE SHIFT IN BLOCK 
80 NSTRT-211 
GO TO 61 Cl'*"",*, CONTROL TRANSFER TO HANDLE SUBTYPE 3 AND 5 AS LAST RECORD 1M BLOCK 
90 CALL EBCASCCDATARI(1).18} 
CALL CFP360CDAT1(1).48.0) 





IFCIRC.EQ.l) GO TO 90e 




DO le5 1-1.18 
le5 DATAR(I)-DATAR2(I) 
CALL TIftCUT(TIME) 








IF(HORECS.GE.2?8) GO TO 58e 













--=------------, ... ......- ~ ----
.;:.. 
~ 
GO TO 61 
C.......... ERROR ftESSAGES AHD OUTPUT INFO .ELOU •••••••••••••••••••••• 
488 YS-YIC-1S. 
CALL TPLOT(XS.YS •••• ) 
WRITE(I.4'S) (DATAR1(I).I-7.16) 
48S FOR"AT(lH+.'THIS DATA IS OUT OF TI"E SEQUENCE AT'.2X • 
• 3C2Al.'/').3X.3C2Al,'I'» 
GO TO 1 ••• 
se. YS-YIC-1S. 
CALL TPLOT(XS.YS •••• ) 
URITE(l.seS) NORECS 
S8S FORftAT(IH+,'THE DATA HAS BEEN STORED UITH ',I4,2X,'RECORDS') 
GO TO 1.8. 
68. YS-YIC-1S. 
CALL TPLOT(XS,YS •••• ) 
URITE(1.6'S) 
6.5 FOR"AT(lH+.'THERE IS AN ERROR IN FILE "ANIPULATION') 




7.S FOR"AT(lH+,'THERE IS AN ERROR IN YRITING THE FILE') 




S'S FORftAT(lH+,'THERE IS AN ERROR IN THE TI"E CONVERSION') 
GO TO 1 ••• 
98. YS-YK-IS. 
CALL TPLOT(XS.YS •••• ) 
URITECI.98S) 
ftFILE-ftFILE+l 
9'S FORftATCIH+.'AN END OF FILE UAS E"COUNTERED DURING EXECUTION') 
1'" YS-YS-IS. 


















IF(IR£P.EG.l) GO TO a 
9ge CALL R~ND(ISTATC1» 
URITEC1.1e81) 
18el FOR"AT(//lX.ITHE TAPE IS BEIN~ RE~OUND.) 
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GO TO 60 
S0 NF-NFILE-MFILE 






















IF(ft$GT.6} GO TO 15 
I(-K+l 
GO TO 5 
IS J-l 
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TAPFIL VARIABLES 
used for the difference between two consecutive time points 
real value of starting position in data block for conversion and storage 
tape function to be performed (3- rewind, 10- forward space fil.s, 
13- backspace files) 
integer variable for line printer output decision (1- yel, 2- no) 
denotes error status (0- correct read, 1- end of file, 2- tape error) 
determines whether want more data (l-yes, 2- no) 
denotes the screen time output column number (1-6) 
logical unit number of tape drive 
current file number 
subscripted variable designating subtype value; used to check for 
contiguous records 
the number of channels at a Site 
number of files to space on the IBM 360 tape 
denotes the tape file number in which the desired date is located 
the number of channels of data contained ita subtype records 4 and 6 
NORECS- the number of output records on the system disk 
NRC- the operating record number in the data 'block from the tape 
NRDAT- associate variable for opening direct access file (IFILE) and for 
outputting to the system d,isk 
NS- the number of contiguous records 
NSTOP- stopping position in data block, used with NSTRT (NSTOP-NSTRT + 209) 
NSTRT- starting position in data block for conversion and storage; 
calculated from NRC 
NSUB- denotes the number of the sUbtype 












NT- the number ot channels + 1 for time 
NWORDS- the number of words not read from the block on the tape 
Tl- converts excess seconds to minutes in TIHCVT 
T2- converts excess m1.nutes to hours in TIHCVT 
TIME- decimal equivalent time value converted from ASCII by TIHCVT 
TIMEly decimal equivalent time value converted from ASCII characters stored in 
subtypes 4 and 6 
TSAV- used to save previous time point for use with CIIK to check ,time conversions 
XH- T4014 scope column abscissa value for time output (50-800) 
XS- T4014 scope abscissa location used for output 
YK- T4014 scope ordinate value used at end of execution for output (YK-40) 
YS- T4014 scope ordinate location used for output 













TAPFt I, ARRAYS 
real storage of subtYJw 1,3, and 5 rt'cords equivalenced to 
OATARl(l9-210) (chann£'lf-l 1-48) 
real storage of Rubtyp<, 4 and 6 records equivalenced to 
OA'rAR2(19-210) (channels 49-96) 
LOGICAL *1 array to stor£' IBM 360 words from tape 
LOGICAL *1 array for time conversion in subroutine TIMCVT 
LOGICAL *1 array to f-ltllf(' individual subtype 1, 3, and 5 records 
(channels 1-48) 
LOGICAL *1 array to Rtorc individual subtype 4 and 6 records 
(channels 49-96) 
LOGICAl .. *1 array used to locate user date on tape 
LOGICAL *1 array of desired date to be retrieved (input from scope) 
LOGICAL *1 array used to store data file name for storage 
status code for tape handling 
stores decimal equivalent of hours, minutes, and seconds 
stores decimal equivalent of each character of desired time 
51 
CHPLOT SOURCE LISTINr. 






C XftAX ••••• (I"PUT ARGUftENT) ftAX. UALUE 
C XftIN ••••• (I"PUT ARGUftENT) ftIN. VALUE 
C STX •••••• (RETURH ARGUftEHT) STARTING X VALUE 0" AXIS 
C RLX •••••• (RETURH ARGUftENT) LENGTH OF AXIS 
C TICX ••••• (RETURN ARGUftENT) LENGTH BE TYEE" TIC ftARKS 
RLX-XftAX-XftIN Q-RLX 
















GO TO 4 
1 CONTINUE 





STX-III(I •• I.IA) 
IEX·XftAX'CI •••• IA) 
II-IEX+I 
IF(XftAX.LT ••• )II·IEX 
EX-II.(I •••• IA) 















8 IF(TICX.GE.(RLX/1e.»GO T07 
TICX-TICX+(le.IIIA) 
CG TO 8 
7 COHTIHUE IF((RLX/TICX).GT.4.)GO TO 4 
TICX-TICX/a. 
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IF(IR.EQ.1) GO TO 1 
ISTOPT-e 
ISTOPF-e 
IF(IR.EQ.3) GO TO 1 
ISTOPF-' 
ISTOPT-I 
rF(IR.EQ.4) CO TO , 
IF(IR.EQ.S) CO TO 'I 
CALL PSCALE 
GO TO 5 
10 STOP 
END 



















CIII THIS ROUTINE CHANGES CHARACTER SIZE ON A TEKTRONIX 4814-1 DISPLAY 
CII. SCOPE ACCORDING TO N AS FOLLOYS: N-1 - LARGEST 
C... N-2 - NEXT SftALLER 
CitS N-3 - NEXT SftAlLER 
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SUBROUTINE DATINOCS. YS.DATU) 
Ctll THIS ROUTINE ALLOYS THE USER TO RETRIUE FLOATINO POINT DATA FRO" 
Caat THE SCOPE IN 013.6 FORftAT. ONE UORD PER CALL. XS IS THE A.SOLUTE 
caa* SCREEN COORDINATE IN TEKPOINTS. LIKEYISE YS. DATA FROft THE SCOPE 





































CALL TPLOT(2S.,6Se •• e.e) 
YRITE(l.S) 














CALL TPLOT(XS.YS •••• ) 
URITE(I.2') 
28 FOR"AT(lH+.'EHTER "0. OF PLOTS 0" THIS GRAPH ("AX-S)') 
YS-YS-2S. 
















IF(ISTOPT.EQ.I) GO TO 29 
YS-YS-25. 
CALL TPLOTCXS.YS •••• ) 
26 
URITE( 1.26) 
FORRAT(IH+.'E"TER PLOT CAPTIO" (49 CHARACTERS)') 
YS-YS-25. 




CALL TPLOT(XS.YS •••• ) 
URITEC1.43) 
43 FORRATCIH+.'E"TER CAPTIO" FOR LEFT SIDE OF PLOT') 
YS-YS-25. 
CALL TPLOT(XS.YS •••• ) 
READC1.44) (PID(I).1-1,4) 1 I 




GO TO (4'.45.58.55.6') IC 
4. CALL TPLOT(XS.YS •••• ) 
READ(1.41) "CHI 
41 FORRAT(I2) 
CALL TPLOT(RS.YS •••• ) 
42 FORR"T(6"4) 
RE"D(I.42) (SK1(I).I-l.6) 
IF(I(.EO.NPLT) GO TO 7. 
'-K+l 
GO TO 3S 
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-
45 CALL TPLOT(XS.YS •••• ) 
READel."I) HCH2 
CALL TPLOT(RS.VS •••• ) 
READ(I.42) (SX2(I).I-1.6) 
IF(K.EQ.HPLT)GO TO 7. 
K-K+l 
GO TO 3S 
S' CALL TPLOT(XS.V5 •••• ) 
READ(I .. 41) HCH3 
CALL TPLOT(RS.VS.' .. ') 
READ(1.42) (SX3(I).I-1.6) 
IF(K.EQ.HPLT) GO TO 7. 
K-K+l 
GO TO 35 




IF(K.EQ.HPLT) GO TO 7. 
K-K+l 
GO TO 35 
6. CALL TPLOT(XS .. YS .. '.') 
READ(1.4l) NCH5 
CALL TPLOT(Rs.Y5.'.') 
READ(l.42) (SX5CI).I-l .. 6) 
7. Vs·YS-25. 
CALL TPLOT(XS,VS,'.') 
IF(ISTOPF.EG.l) GO TO 75 
URITE(1,71) 
71 FORftAT(IH+.'ENTER NO. OF CHANNELS AT SITE') 
VS-VS-25. 




"'Ii URITE( 1,72) 
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CI.I PLOT6 BUILDS S PLOTS or DATA ON A STANDARA GRAPH FOR USE IN THE 
CIII QUICK-LOOK GRAPHICS PROGRAft. PID IDENTIFIES THE NA"E OF THE DATA BASE. 
C... UNITS IS THE ARRAY CONTAINING THE UNITS OF ftEASUREftENT OF THE 
C... DEPENDENT PARAftETER. XTITL IS THE ARRAY CONTAINING THE INDEPEDENT 
CI.. PARAftETER UNITS. X AND Y ARE THE ARRAY ELEftENTS FROft THE FIRST ARRAY 
C." OF DATA READ IN.CORRESPOHDING UITH SVRBOL XKENO. X2 AND Y2 ARE THE ARRAY 
C •• , ELERENTS FRO" THE SECOND ARRAY OF DATA. CORRESPONDING UITH SYftBOL XKYNO. 
C... HPID IS THE MURBER OF CHARACTERS TO BE PRINTED FOR PID. NUN IS THE NURBER 
e". OF CHARACTERS TO BE PRINTED FOR UNITS. NXT IS THE NUftBER OF CHARACTERS 
CII. TO BE PRINTED FOR XTITL. NPXY IS THE NU"IER OF POINTS IN THE FIRST 
CIII DATA ARRAY. NPXY2 IS THE NURBER OF POINTS IN THE SECOND DATA ARRAY. 
C.I. IG IS THE GRID LINE UARIABLE,CIG.EQ.-l)FOR GRID LINES. (IG.EQ.l) 














CALL SSPLOT(YIC1),Y2Cl).Y3(1),Y4(1),YSC1).X(1).8S' •• 
IS23 •• l4 ••• l18 •• NPT1.NPT2.NPT3.NPT4.NPTS.IG.IG) 
CALL CHSIZE(3) 
CALL YLAIELC1' •• 7" •• PIDCl).16) 
CALL XLAIEL(42' •• S8 •• UNITS(1).l6) 
CALL SCALECl ••• 1 •••••••••• ) 































DO 1 •• J-l.NPLT 
GO TO l181.182.1'3.1'4.1'5) J 
CALL TPLOT(634 •• ? ••••• ) 
CALL UECTOR 
CALL TPLOTC?l8 •• ?' •• 1.') 
CALL POINT 
CALL ALPHA 
CALL XLABEL(?S3 •• ?' •• SXIC1).24) 
GO TO 1 •• 




CALL TPLOT(710 •• Se •• I,e) 
CALL POINT 
CALL ALPHA 
CALL XLABEL(?S3.,S' •• SX2(1),24) 
GO TO I •• 




CALL TPLOT(71' •• 3' •• 1.e) 
CALL POINT 
CALL ALPHA 
CALL XLABELC?53 •• 3' •• 5X3Cl),24) 
GO TO 1 •• 




CALL TPLOT(114 •• ?8 •• 1.') 
CALL POINT 
CALL ALPHA 
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CALL TPLOT(184 •• 5' •• I.') 
CALL TPLOT(194 •• 5 •••••• ) 
CALL POINT 
CALL ALPHA 
CALL XLAIEL(231 •• 5' •• 5X5(1).24) 1.. CONTINUE 
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CALL TPLOT(XS.YS •••• ) 
URITE(I.2') 





CALL DATIH(I.S •• YS.XftAX) 
CALL ALPHA 
YS-YS-2S. 
CALL TPlOT(XS.VS •••• ) 
URITE(I.26) 
26 FORftAT(IH+.'XftIH-') 
CALL DATIH(I'S •• YS.XftIN) 
CALL ALPHA 
YS·YS-2S. 
CALL TPLOT(XS.YS •••• ) 
URITE(1.21) 
21 FORftAT(IH+.'YftAX.') 
CALL DATIH(I'S •• YS.Y"AX) 
CALL ALPHA 
YS·YS-2S. 
CALL TPLOT(XS.YS •••• ) 
URITE(I.28) 
28 FORRAT(IH+.'YRIH·') 




























18 READC2'NRDAT.ERR-2l) CDATACI).I-l."T) 
TIftEC()-DATA(l) 
SAU1C()-DATACNCH1+1) 
IFCHPLT.LT.2) CO TO 21 
SAU2C()-DATACNCH2+l) 
IFCNPLT.LT.3) CO TO 2. 
SAU3C()-DATACHCH3+l) 
IF(HPLT.LT.4) CO TO 21 
5AU4C()-DATACHCH4+1) 
IFCHPLT.LT.S) CO TO 2. 
SAUS(()-DATACNCHS+l) 
2. IFC(.LT.2?') (-(+1 


















CIII SSPLOT AUTOftATICALLY SCALES THE X AND Y DATA STORED IN ARRAYX AND 
caaa ARRAYY TO FIT INTO THE TEKPOINTS AVAILABLE AS SHOUN IN TPX AND TPY. 
caaa SSPLOT THEN DRAUS THE AXIS AND GRID. PLOTS THE DATA IN ARRAYX 
caaa AND ARRAYY AND LABLES THE NUftERICAL UALUES OF THE TIC ftARKS 0" THE AXES. 
Call XO AND YO ARE ORIGIN LOCATIONS FOR THE GRID IN ABSOLUTE SCREEN 
caaa COORDINATES REFERENCED FROft SCREEN (e.el. IGX AND IGY ARE 
caal INDICATORS FOR GRID LINES ON THE PLOT (.LT.e> OR TIC ftARKS 
















IF(X(I).LT.XftIN) XftINaX(I) 1. CONTINUE 
11 CALL AUTOSC(XftAX.XftIH.STX,RLX.TICX) 




DO 12 I-I." 





DO 14 I-I." 
Cc ~ ...... 
6§ 



















IF (IFLAGY • G'f.') GO TO 21 




DO 11 J-l.HPLT 
GO 10 (99.181.182.183.184) J 




m GO TO 17 




GO TO 17 




GO TO 11 




CO TO 1"1 
Ie. 10 61 l-l.IIPTS 
JFCYSCI).GT.YRAX) YftAX-VSCI' 
JFCyseJ).LT.YftIH' YRJH-YSCI) 












21 CALL AUTOSC(Y"AX.V"IN,STV,RLY,TICY) 
CIII CHECK PLOTTING EFFICIENCY 
N-RLY/TICY 
DO 22 I-I." 





DO 25 l-t,N 




















IF(YOR.GT.(YOS+TPY» YOR-YOS+TPY 3. CALL SCALE(XFACT.YFACT.XOS,YOS) 
CALL AXISC ••••••• ,RLX.RLY.TICX.TICY.-l,-l) 
CALL SCALE(XFACT,YFACT,XO.YO) 
CALL POI"T 
IF(IUECT.GT.') CALL UECTOR 
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DO 8ee J-l.HPLT 
IHET-I 
GO TO (311.311.312.313.3e4) J 
3ee IF(IFLAGX.lT.l) GO TO 299 
IHET-l 
DO 38 I-l.HPTl 
IF(X(I).GT.X"IN.AHD.Vl(I).GT.VMIH) CALL TPLOT(X(ll.Vl(I).e •• ) 
IF(X(I).GT.XMIN.AHD~Yl(I).GT.VMIN) L-I 
IF(X(I).GT.XMIN.AND.Vl(I).GT.YMIN) GO TO 299 
38 COHTIHUE 
299 IFCINET.LT.l) CALL TPLOT(X(l).Yl(l).e.e) 
DO 39 I-L.NPTI 
IF(X(I) .GT.XMAX.OR.Vl(I).GT.VMAX) GO TO 39 







GO TO see 
3e1 IF(IFLAGX.LT.1) GO TO 408 
IHET-l 
DO .. 12 I-l"HPT2 
IF(X(I).GT.XMIH.AND.Y2(I).GT.YMIN) CALL TPLOT(X(I).V2(I) •••• ) 
IF(X(I).GT.XMIH.AHD.Y2(I).GT.YMIN) L-I 
IF(X(I).GT.XMIN.AND.Y2(I).GT.YMIN) GO TO .. Ie 
... 2 CONTINUE 
4e. IF(IHET.LT.l) CALL TPLOT(X(1).Y2(1).e.l) 




IF(X(I).CT.XftAX.OR.Y2(I).CT.YftAX) CO TO 4. 
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.... 
IFCI.EQ.NPT2) CALL TPLOT(X(NPT2).Y2(NPT2).';') 
.e CONTINUE 
CALL POINT 
CALL TPLOT( •••• a •• ~ ••• ) 
GO TO a •• 
3ea IF(IFLAGX.LT.l) GO TO 4.4 
IHET-1 
DO 4e3 I-l.NPT3 
IF(X(I).GT.XftIN.AND.Y3(I).GT.YftIN) CALL TPLOT(X(I).V3(I).'.') 
IF(X(I).GT.XftIN.AND.Y3eI).GT.YftIN) L-I 
IFeX(I).GT.XftIN.AND.Y3(I).GT.YftIN) GO TO 484 
.e3 CONTINUE 
4.4 IF(INET.LT.l) CALL TPLOT(Xel).Y3(1).8~e) 




IF(X(I).GT.XftAX.OR.Y3(I).GT.YftAX) GO TO 41 
IF(X(I).LT.XftIN.OR.Y3(I).LT.YftIN) GO TO 41 
CALL TPLOT(X(I).Y3(I).I.e) 




GO TO aee 
3.3 IF(IFLAGX.LT.1) GO TO 4e6 
INET-l 
DO 4es I-l.NPT4 
IF(X(I).GT.XftIN.AND.Y4(I).GT.YftIH) CALL TPLOT(XCI).Y4(I).'.') 
IF(XCI'.GT.XftIN.AND.Y4(I).GT.YftIN) L-I 
1r'()((I).GT.XftIN.AND.Y4(I).GT.YftIN) GO iO 486 
4.5 CONTINUE 4.; IF(INET.LT.l) CALL TPLOT(X(I).Y4Cl) •••• ) 
DO 42 l-L.NPT4 
CAll vECTOR 
CALL ~HOUT(27) 
CAll CHOUT(1 •• ) 
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68 CALL TPLOT(XL.YL.8.8) 




























23 FOR~AT(lH+.'l "AKE OTHER PLOTS FRO" SA"E 












38 FOR"ATCIH+.'~ ~AKE OTHER PLOTS FRO" SA"E 
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THIS ROUTINE OUTPUTS TEXT IH THE +X DIRECTION ON THE 4814 SCOPE. 
XSlYS ARE ABSOLUTE SCREEN COORDINATE LOCATIONS IN TEKPOINTS, 
MRRAY IS THE FIRST LOCATION IN YHICH THE TEXT ARRAY IS STORED (4 CHARACTERS/LOCATION)# NPA IS THE NU"BER OF CHARACTERS TO IE 






HOTE: PDP ISSUES LINE FEED COM"AHD BEFORE URITIHG, USER ftUST 

































THIS ROUTIHE UILL UERTICALLY PRIHT A CHARACTER STRInG on THE 
T4814 STARTI"G AT ABSOLUTE LOCATIon (XS,YS) IH TE'POlnTS. DATA 
TO IE PRINTED ARE STORED IN ARRAY UITH 4 CHARACTERS TO THE UORD. 





DATA IBLlCI'1H / 
HU-HPA/4 
IF«HUI4-HPA).EG.I)GO TO 2. 
X(1)-ARRAY(nU+1) 
DO II 1-1,4 





CALL SCALECl.'.1.'.I.e •••• ) 
CALL ALPHA 
CALL TPLOT(XS.YS •• ,') 
IC-1 
X(!)-ARRAYCIC) 






IF(IC.LE.NU)GO TO 38 
RETURN 
EHD 






























number of plots on the graph (a real number) 
integer length of X axis 
integer length of Y axis 
variable used in checking plotting efficiency 
loop counter for the number of words to be printed 
plot file name (29 characters) 
determines whether to reset limiting X values (o-yes, I-no) 
determines whether to reset limiting Y values (o-Y8S, l-no) 
grid line variable (-1 for g~id lines, 1 for no grid lines) 
indicator for grid annotation (.LT.O-grid lines, .GT.G-tic .arks) 
determines if limiting values have been reset (l-yes, O-no) 
integer number of divisions on the X axis 
integer number of divisions on the Y axis 
variable used in checking plotting efficiency 
represents the next plotting option 
used as the unit number that data is read from or written to 
new file decision (O-yes, 1-no) 
new title decision (O-yes, 1-no) 
determines whether to call VECTOR (O-no, .GT.O-yes) 
counter for which channel is being plotted 
L- counter for point being plotted 
NCH(I •• S)- channel numbers to go on the plot 
NPLT- number of plots on the graph (max-S) 
NPT- number of points on the plot 





























• > .. y .... 
associate variable for opening file 
number of channels at the site 
number of channels at the site + 1 for time 
the number of words to be printed (4 characters to a word) 
length of the X axis 
length of the Y axis 
variable used in checking plotting efficiency 
variable for screen location 
starting X value on &xis 
starting Y value on axis 
variable used in checking plotting efficiency 
length between tic marks on the X axis 
length between tic marks on the Y axis 
variable used in checking plotting efficiency 
number of tekpoints available in the X direction 
number of tekpoints available in the Y direction 
final value on the Y axis 
X scaling factor (tekpoints/scaled unit) 
variable used f~r plotting (used in calling TPLOT) 
used in labeling axes after d'lta plotting is complete 
maximum abscissa value 
minimum abscissa value 
origin abscissa location for the grid in absolute screen coordinates 
referenced from scre~n (0,0) 
used in checking plotting efficiency (used in calling SCALE) 
T4014 abscissa location 




YFACT- Y scaling factor (tekpoints/scaled units) 
YFACTR- used in checking plotting efficiency 
YL- used for plotting (used in calling TPLOT) 
YMAX- Maximum ordinate value 
YMIN- minimum ordinate value 
YO- origin ordinate location for the grid in absolute sereen 
coordinates from screen (0,0) 
YOM- used in checking plotting efficiency 
YOR- used in che~king plotting efficiency 
YOS- used to check plotting efficiency (used in calling SCALE) 
YS- T4014 ordinate location 
CHPLOT ARRAYS 
DATA(lOO)- contains data for one record 
IFILE(30)- plot file name 
IFILET(50)- plot caption 
PID(4)- plot caption for left side 
SAVel. .5)(300)- contains channel data for one day 




stores time data for one day 
contain~ X values of points for one day 
contains the units for the independent parameter 
Y(1 •• 5)(300)- contains Y values of the points for 5 channels for one day 
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2. FORRAT(T2.'E"TER THE "0. OF CHANNELS TO IE OUTPUT (1' RAX)') 
READ(l.lS) NOUT 
URITE(1.2S) 




3S FORRAT(T2.'EHTER REASURERE"T TYPE. A"D "URBER. AS: 
ITT1 ••• EP1.l.UU1 •••••••• ',' "OTE: PROGRAft EXPECTS 2 LETTER 
.-
• IDEMTIFICATION OF REASUREftENT TYPE-'/' SI"GLE LETTER ftEASUREftENT 































2 READ(2'"RDAT.EHD-38.ERR-38) (DAT(I).I.I.NCH+l) 
DO 18 I-I.HOUT 
J.,aICHHLS( 1)+1 
18 DATACI)-DATCJJ) 








15 FORftATCF1 •• 4.18Fll.2) 
leNT-ICNT+I 
JaJ+l 
IF(J.GT.27') GO TO 3. 
GO TO 2 







.... _.,, __ ,..,=-.,_..>M"~_~;·-=,,~""'-,..,·<~~_ .... _""-""""~ ..... ~,~".·..-,/:,·d;*1-'9-'-3'*_- ctt'. lillia:iltt,t tN' e* nt "'$'- Z ,4 











OPEHCUHIT-2.HA"E·IFILE.TVPE- i OLD',ACCESS·'DIRECT'. 
IRECORDSIZE-HT.ASSOCIATEVARIABLE-HRDAT.ERR-gee) 
CALL OUTPUTCICHHLS(1),DATA(1).XHA"ES(1),XHUM(1).NOUT.HCH) 
CLOSECUHIT-2.ERR-988) 9.. STOP 
PIP) E~D 
..., 








· '" ~ ...... '"Y'~'~' .. '" «h ;,47#, 1M)£" "._~""."..,....",<", ~"""'1f'" ~,-""'-'~?--.""=-~'-""~ __ ~_"""""""""i"'~""",""",'''''''''''"'''"'''''''''''''''''''''~:'''''~'~"'c_" . 
..... "''''' 
WRl'CNL VARtABLES 
line counter (50 lines/page) 
number of channels at the site 
number of channels to be output 
associate variable for opening IFILE 
number of channels at the site + 1 for time 
WRTCNL ARRAYS 
DAT(96)- array to store data for time and channels 
DATA(l)- stores data to~ each channel to be output 
ICRNLS(lO)- array of channel numbers to be output 
IFILE(30)- data file name of stored data 
XNAMES(lO)- a~ray of measurement number 
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